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Executive Summary 

Investment Case – The Key Drivers 
Market sentiment always receives a significant amount of attention from investors and academics. During 

my time as an autos analyst at Merrill Lynch, on those days when the share price of one of the stocks I 

covered looked disproportionately high (or low), I’d nip down and have a quick chat with my traders and 

market maker (yes, the good old days!). The answer I always received was “more buyers than sellers” (or 

vice versa). But for any individual participating in the classic car marketplace, this can be a very tricky notion 

to accept. Some investors are trying to buy in at the lowest price to achieve the highest possible return. 

Others in the marketplace are passionate collectors who will pay almost anything for the asset. In other 

words, rational behaviour is sometimes not part of the transaction process and - very much like collectible 

art - the connection with underlying values can often be lost. 

We believe that an investment in the classic car market should been seen as an attractive alternative within 

a diversified portfolio. A practically uninterrupted positive price performance over the last 30 years, coupled 

with capital preservation in the form of a tangible asset, should see classic car market values continue on an 

upward tradjectory. With finite supply and rising demand - supported demographically by growing numbers 

of high net worth individuals, particularly in emerging markets - the classic car market is, in our view, 

considerably under-appreciated. The market is virtually unregulated, extremely under-researched, 

fragmented with no clear institutional investor class and is also tax-exempt for capital gains in many 

countries. With a growing number of automobile events helping to support the market, owning a classic 

appeals to many simply due to the passion and lifestyle benefits attached. 

A debate remains about the total value of the classic or collectible car market globally. If we look at auction 

sales figures for classic cars during 2016, the big global auction houses (RM, Gooding, Bonhams and 

Artcurial) reached combined global sales of US$1.388bn. We know that classic car auctions make up a 

relatively small percentage of the overall market - certainly less than 20% - and if we were to use 20% as a 

reference, the overall global classic car market from just the big four autioneers amounted to turnover of 

just under US$7bn last year. In the UK alone, the Federation of Historic Vehicles Club estimates that £5.5bn 

was spent on historic vehicle related activity during 2016 and that there are over one million historic 

vehicles1 registered in Great Britain, with a total value of £17.8bn2. 

Despite the tangible nature of the asset, strong historic price performance and investment returns, one 

should always bear in mind the risks and costs associated with owning such a highly illiquid asset. George 

Akerlof wrote a Nobel Prize-winner paper back in 1970 entitled, “The Market for Lemons”3, in which he 

discussed the problems of markets suffering from information asymmetries, using the second-hand car 

market as an example. Issues including: taxes (in the UK, if one buys or sells more than two classic 

automobiles in one given year, then you are classed as a dealer and taxed as such); costs of servicing (take a 

deep breath before booking your annual service of any classic car); cost of repairs (usually the older and 

rarer the car, the higher the cost); general running costs (assuming you’re going to actually drive the 

vehicle); transaction costs (if you decide to sell your baby, auction fees are typically around 15% of the 

vehicle’s value, hence the reason why so many classic cars are sold privately); plus insurance costs (is your 

prized posession kept in a secure place overnight?) are all likely to keep an owner awake at night. 

                                                           
1 An historic vehicle in the UK is one classified by the DVLA as manufactured before 1985 
2 FBHVC, www.fbhvc.co.uk/research/_file/246/final-fbhvc-national-survey-report-2016-pdf/ 
3 The Market for Lemons, Akerlof, August 1970, https://www.iei.liu.se/nek/730g83/artiklar/1.328833/AkerlofMarketforLemons.pdf 

http://www.fbhvc.co.uk/research/_file/246/final-fbhvc-national-survey-report-2016-pdf/
https://www.iei.liu.se/nek/730g83/artiklar/1.328833/AkerlofMarketforLemons.pdf
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All that said, whilst the market is multi-layered and highly segmented, very quickly affected by changing 

fashion trends, long-term it has been shown that classic and collectible cars have provided a high degree of 

capital preservation coupled with attractive investment returns. High quality cars - those with the best 

histories, condition and provenance - will always remain extremely desirable even within what might be a 

slightly weaker market during 2017. Whilst the first half of the year was indeed softer, very recent auction 

activity at Hershey, for example, saw 62% of all entries sold with no reserve and 95% of all vehicles offered 

sold. The market did experience a tiny dip during the most recent financial crisis in the second half of 2009 

but values of the best examples remained firm. The market notably also fell less, for a shorter duration, and 

rallied stronger than other asset classes. The fact that current prices remain at stratospheric highs (even 

when adjusted for inflation), this seemingly irreversible process may not continue in the future. 

Given that interest rates in many developed countries are at (or near) record lows, in the current 

environment of cheap financing and low investment yields on offer elsewhere, the search for an alternative 

investment providing greater returns has turned the focus to classic cars (alongside other alternatives) and 

we have found that this market exhibits far less draw-down than the global economy for both equities or 

bonds, for example. The market is also positively correlated to increasing global wealth growth and with 

such an inelastic supply of rare classic cars it continues to be supported thoughout the bad times. In 

comparison with other alternative asset classes (such as wine or art), owning a classic car also includes a 

lifestyle advantage - you can’t drink your wine investment (well, you can, but it’s not advised!) 

In the face of extreme valuations for some more liquid assets (the Nasdaq and S&P500, for example, 

continue to climb to new highs), an investment in HAGI Top (a widely-recognised classic car market index) 

would have easily beaten many other asset classes since the end of 2014. 

Chart 1: HAGI Top Index Versus a Selection of Other Asset Classes (Rebased to end 2014) 
 

Source: HAGI, xyandZee, Note: Average values rebased to end 2014. 

So all cycles must surely come to an end, no? Classic car values during the most recent financial crisis proved 

to be exceptionally robust when compared to other traditional equity markets and other tangible 

investments. The classic automobile segment is not exposed to the usual “risk-on / risk-off” reactive trading 

seen in many other markets and is generally only considered by high net worth individuals, held for 

emotional attachment reasons or to form part of a collection. In our opinion, the low beta characteristics of 

the classic car market make it an excellent choice when adding to an already diversified portfolio.  
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The classic car market behaves very differently to new or used car markets. What can be an emotional 

purchase means that a tremendous variance in prices can occur between cars of the same year or make or 

model. Other factors such as condition, inventory, demand and recent trends for similar vehicles can all 

influence prices. Changing tastes or fads within the marketplace must also be taken into consideration. As a 

result of a booming new car market (driven by lower fuel prices, easy credit but also whopping dealer 

incentives in some countries), it is perhaps no surprise that many auto manufacturers are spending vast 

sums documenting their own history books and ramping up investment in the classic market to support new 

car sales. Most have their own museums featuring notable historic models alongside new vehicles for sale. 

Whilst they are using this as a marketing tool to advertise in order to sell current models, the same also 

works in reverse, with the launch of new vehicles also fuelling interest in their marques’ older classics. 

As already mentioned, public classic car auctions account for a relatively small percentage of overall 

transactions but peer-to-peer sales have historically been elusive. It is these sales which rarely make the 

headlines but which consitute the majority of transactions. In other words, pricing is opaque and values of 

rare or highly-prized vehicles are usually even more difficult to ascertain, resulting in mispricing 

opportunities to acquire assets below fair value. Prices globally are also not uniform, despite assets being 

easily transferable, which also leads to cross-border arbitrage opportunities. The market is wholly inefficient 

and when the price of one particular asset goes up, there is a significant lag in the appreciation of similar 

vehicles, again giving immediate investment opportunities. During my days at ML twenty years ago, I met 

many fund managers clamouring to cover the sector, most of which were “petrol-heads”. There’s hundreds 

of thousands of enthusiasts around the world today, each with the desire to own a classic or collectible car 

but not all have the disposable income of the über rich. As a result, demand for entry-level vehicles (those 

valued at around US$20,000) is now taking off. Moreover, mid-market classics are even more popular with 

demand at the US$100,000 mark rapidly increasing. 

This note was commissioned by Tangible Asset Management (TAM). TAM invests solely in classic and 

collectible vehicles, the first of its type, it is run along the lines of a professional investment vehicle, with 

actively traded assets and a pure focus to generate return on capital. We believe that TAM has correctly 

positioned itself within the mid-level marketplace, having invested in vehicles from marques including Alfa 

Romeo, Aston Martin, Ferrari, Lotus and Porsche, amongst others. Unlike a passively managed investment, 

we believe that it is clear that an active fund manager can add value to an investment portfolio of this type. 

Chart 2: Performance of TAM No.1 Fund versus Selected Assets/Indices, Since 2006 (Rebased) 
 

Source: TAM, Hagerty, HAGI, xyandZee, Note: Average values rebased to January 2006. 
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What Makes a Car Collectible? 

A Combination of Rarity, Aesthetics, Provenance and Nostalga plus Condition 
Contributing factors affecting the value of classic cars include: low original production volumes leading to a 

rarity factor; aesthetic design leading to desirability and thus demand; plus these are also often coupled with 

a nostalga or generation effect whereby collectors yearn to own a car that they can identify themselves with. 

Condition is probably the most important factor when assessing the value of a car and complete 

documentation including evidence of restoration is a must. A car that has much of the original mechanical 

components including the bodyshell (including original accessories) will be more highly valued plus those 

cars that have been newly restored after being hidden away for years (or maybe even decades) will be even 

more desirable. Provenance is critical and knowing who has previously owned the car will obviously improve 

its value, as are those cars that have been associated with (or owned by) a famous person. Cars with a strong 

motorsport history or linked to a factory-backed racing team are also highly sought after. Lastly, those cars 

eligible for premium race events will always be in demand. Taking each factor in turn and giving just one 

example for each (although there are obviously many), below we discuss what makes a car collectible. 

The Ultimate Rarity Factor – e.g. Ferrari 250 GTO 
The record price paid for a classic car at auction was set back in 2014 by Bonhams in the US. With a winning 

combination of race-track pedigree coupled with the ultimate rarity factor, the auctioneer sold a 1962 

Ferrari 250 GTO Berlinetta for US$38.1m. Fast forward a few years and do you have US$55m spare? A very 

similar 1962 Ferrari 250 GTO is currently up for sale, but what’s different about this model? The colour 

apparently!  

According to the UK-based Ferrari dealer, the fact that this model is blue with a white stripe should make a 

huge difference to the price as the car is in original racing colours. The second of only apparently 39 ever 

made, this vehicle managed to win 17 class podiums in 27 competition races. This is important as the car 

shouldn’t have really been allowed to compete in the first place as the rules at that time said that at least 

100 vehicles of any one given model must have been produced. Ferrari apparently created the illusion that 

they were building more cars by giving them non-sequential chassis numbers! 

Picture 1: 1962 Ferrari 250 GTO Picture 2: 1962 Ferrari 250 GTO 

 

 
Source: xyandZee, www.talacrest.com Source: xyandZee, www.talacrest.com 
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Then just about we are about to go to print, one of the most coveted cars in the world might just be about to 

come to market. A 1964 Ferrari 275 GTB/C Speciale, one of just three manufactured and belonging to 

Preston Henn, a South Florida magnate who died at age 86, looks likely to become available.  

Values of the Pininfarina-designed 275 GTB have appreciated by nearly five-fold in the last 10 years. The 

“Speciale” cars had thinner body panels, trimming 300 pounds in weight and the engine was mounted far 

lower for better handling. The vehicle produced 330bhp, which was huge at the time and in 1965 this 

particular vehicle won its class at Le Mans 24 Hours. But what’s the car worth? In 2014, a sibling fetched 

US$29.4mn at auction and it is estimated that this vehicle could fetch anywhere between US$50-75mn! 

Picture 3: 1964 Ferrari 275 GTB/C Speciale Picture 4: 1964 Ferrari 275 GTB/C Speciale 

 

 Source: xyandZee Source: xyandZee 

Remember that public classic car auctions account for a relatively small percentage of all transactions 

(estimated to be less than 20%4), but the visible nature of a public auction provides the best opportunity to 

value a vehicle. Auction houses generally want paying by both the buyer (commission) and seller (premium) 

and rates can be eye-watering. Dealer sales represent an even smaller volume of transactions (around 12%) 

but those transactions are typically well informed. Prices obtained from peer-to-peer sales have historically 

been elusive and whilst these sales rarely make the headlines, they consitute the majority of transactions 

made (over 70%). 

Ultra-Low Production Volumes and Survival Rates – e.g. Aston Martin Lagonda 
Collectible cars become more attractive when manufactured in small numbers. Ultra-low levels of 

production help drive up demand (and prices) of these models but on top of this one must also consider 

survival rates. If we assume that the natural life cycle of a car is around 20 years, why should any classic cars 

even exist today? Low original production volumes mean that many do survive having been cared for by 

enthusiasts who have spent a great deal of money on maintenance or restoring them to their former glory. 

As the production of current classics ended decades ago, the supply of these vehicles will clearly not increase 

in the future and subsequent pricing should therefore only be influenced by demand. 

The Aston Martin Lagonda Series 1 was produced between 1974 and 1975. A long wheel base, four-door 

version of the V8 that was based on the DBS, it was the first car to wear the Lagonda badge since the 1961 

Rapide. Then costing £14,000 with a top speed of around 160mph and acceleration of 0-60mph in 6.2 

seconds, sales of this super saloon were small. So small that only seven were ever sold, not helped at all by 

the Middle Eastern oil crisis at that time. All that said, in #1 Concours condition, this car is estimated to be 

worth just £100,000.   

                                                           
4 Hagerty, https://www.hagerty.com/valuationtools/About-our-prices 

https://www.hagerty.com/valuationtools/About-our-prices
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Picture 5: 1974 Aston Martin Lagonda Series-1 Picture 6: 1974 Aston Martin Lagonda Series-1 

 
 

Source: xyandZee, http://astonmartins.com/car/v8-lagonda-series-1/ Source: xyandZee, http://astonmartins.com/car/v8-lagonda-series-1/ 

An Aesthetic Design – the Jaguar E-Type 
Aesthetics can be thought of the study of the mind as to how our brains interpret something as being of 

beauty. Aesthetics are crucial for designers as our first interaction with almost anything is usually based on 

how someone (or something – the car) looks. The Jaguar E-Type is a great example of a coveted design 

classic. Produced between 1961 and 1975 with a combination of (at the time) superior performance and 

competitive pricing, the E-Type very quickly became an icon. Based on Jaguar’s D-Type racing car which won 

Le Mans over three consecutive years (1955, 56 and 57), the E-Type has regularly been voted one of the 

most beautiful cars ever made. 

At the Scottsdale, Arizona, auctions in January earlier this year 35 cars were sold in excess of US$1mn with 

the top seller being a 1963 Jaguar E-Type Lightweight at US$7.4mn. With just a dozen units (of 18 intended) 

actually produced, of these 12, two have apparently been converted to “low-drag” and two have been 

written off. In 2014, Jaguar announced that it would produce the “lost six” vehicles at a cost of around £1mn 

each at the company’s heritage workshop in Coventry, to exactly the same specification as the original 12 

produced. These new cars will also be eligible for FIA-approved motorsport events. Given that the original 

cars are fetching in excess of £6mn, a £1mn price tag seems a steal! 

Picture 7: 1963 Jaguar E-Type Lightweight Picture 8: New Jaguar E-Type Lightweight, One of the “Missing Six” 

 

 

Source: xyandZee Source: xyandZee, Stratstone 
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The Nostalga Effect – e.g. Alfa Romeo Tipo 33 Stradale 
Emotion or nostalgia cannot wholly explain the desire for an investment in a classic car. The current market 

is somewhat as a result of generational effects whereby post-war baby boomers - rich in comparison to 

younger generations - wish to own a car that they perhaps dreamt of when they were a child. 

The iconic Italian classic Alfa Romeo Tipo 33 Stradale, launched back in 1967, was (at the time) the most 

expensive car on sale at a price of L9,750,000 and the company built just 18 vehicles. The prototype was sold 

to Gallery Abarth in Japan, five were converted into concept cars which are now part of the Alfa Romeo 

museum collection and it is estimated that fewer than half survive today. Apart from its huge performance (a 

2-litre V8 produced 230bhp, it could acclerate from 0-60mph in 5.5 seconds, with a top speed of 160 mph), 

this car could quite easily take the “aesthetic design” crown from the E-Type. 

These cars rarely come up for sale, the last of which was at the COYS “Legend et Passion” auction at Monaco 

in May 2016. It therefore comes as no surprise to hear that Alfa Romeo’s Head of North America, said at the 

launch of the Alfa Romeo 4C in Detroit this year that the car is estimated to be worth “well over US$10mn”. 

Picture 9: 1968 Alfa Romeo Tipo 33 Stradale Picture 10: 1968 Alfa Romeo Tipo 33 Stradale 

 

 

Source: xyandZee, COYS Source: xyandZee, COYS 

“Concours” Condition – e.g. 1937 Talbot-Lago T150C SS “Goutte d’Eau” 
Concours, from the French “Concours d’Elegance” refers to the gathering of prestigious modes of transport 

and dates back to the 17th century when French aristocracy paraded horse-drawn carriages in the parks of 

Paris during Summer. Over time these gatherings became competitions whereby vehicles were judged solely 

on their appearance.  

Correctly classifying a vehicle’s condition is paramount given that many sellers over-rate. Hagerty estimates 

that more than 80% of vehicles in the market are either condition #3 (Good) or #4 (Fair). Hagerty’s condition 

ratings are as follows5:-  

#1 “Concours” - These vehicles are the best in the world. The visual image is of the best vehicle, in the 

right colours, driving onto the lawn at the finest concours. Perfectly clean, the vehicle has been 

groomed down to the tire treads, painted and chromed surfaces are mirror-like. Dust and dirt are 

banned and materials used are correct and superbly fitted. 

#2 “Excellent” - Vehicles that could win a local or regional show. They can be former #1 vehicles that have 

been driven or have aged. Seasoned observers will have to look closely for flaws but will be able to 

find some not seen by the general public. The paint, chrome, glass and finishes will all appear to be 

excellent. No excessive smoke will be seen on start-up and no unusual noises will emanate from the 

engine. The vehicle will drive as a new vehicle of its era would. 

                                                           
5 Hagerty, https://www.hagerty.com/valuationtools/Classifications-and-Conditions 

https://www.hagerty.com/valuationtools/Classifications-and-Conditions
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#3 “Good” – Vehicles could possess some but not all of the issues of a #4 vehicle, but they will be 

balanced by other factors such as a fresh paint job or a new, correct interior where applicable. These 

vehicles drive and run well but might have some incorrect parts. These vehicles are not used for daily 

transportation but are ready for a long tour without excuses and the casual passer-by will not find any 

visual flaws. 

#4 “Fair” – Vehicles are daily drivers with flaws visible to the naked eye. The chrome might have pitting or 

scratches, the windshield might be chipped. Paintwork is imperfect and perhaps the body has a minor 

dent. Split seams or a cracked dash might be present. No major parts are missing but the wheels could 

differ from the originals or other non-stock additions might be present. 

The inaugural Peninsula Classics Best of the Best award for 2016 was given to a beautiful 1937 Talbot-Lago 

T150-C SS “Goutte d’Eau” (Teardrop) at The Quail, Carmel, California show during Monterey Car Week. 

Among the cars to be considered for next year’s “best of the best” award will be the Best of Show winners 

from Concours events including The Quail, the Concours of Elegance, Amelia Island, Pebble Beach and the 

Ferrari-only Cavallino Classic, amongst others. The award is generally regarded as the spiritual successor to 

the Louis Vuitton Classics Award which ran from 2006 to 2013 but ceased following the death of Yves 

Carcelle, LVMH’s Chairman. The Talbot-Lago won Best in Show at Goodwood in 2015 not only for its 

incredible looks, aerodynamic form and elegance but also because the car has been “restored as originally 

intended to a precise level of historic time and detail”6. 

Picture 11: 1937 Talbot-Lago T150C SS “Goutte d’Eau” Picture 12: 1937 Talbot-Lago T150C SS “Goutte d’Eau” 

 

 

Source: xyandZee, Peninsula Classics Source: xyandZee, Peninsula Classics 

Provenance – e.g. Rolls-Royce Phantom IV 
Provenance is critical and knowing who has previously owned any classic vehicle will clearly improve its 

value, as are those cars that have been associated with - or owned by - a famous person. A highly value-

enhancing aspect of owning a classic car is the history attached and these vehicles can achieve prices in 

excess of very similar models that may have no history or association element. 

The Phantom IV is considered to be the most exclusive model Rolls-Royce has ever manufactured. Only 18 

were made between 1950 and 1956 and 17 of the 18 manufactured were sold to royalty or heads of state. 

Interestingly, vehicles were bodied by independent coachbuilders but all models included a straight-8 

engine, powerful enough to run long distances at low speeds. 

  

                                                           
6 Jay Leno, Judging Panel, Peninsula Classics Best of the Best 2016, https://www.forbes.com/sites/lianeyvkoff/2016/08/17/this-1937-talbot-lago-is-
the-best-of-the-best/#44106da639bc 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/lianeyvkoff/2016/08/17/this-1937-talbot-lago-is-the-best-of-the-best/%2344106da639bc
https://www.forbes.com/sites/lianeyvkoff/2016/08/17/this-1937-talbot-lago-is-the-best-of-the-best/%2344106da639bc
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Rolls-Royce produced an experimental vehicle which the Duke of Edinburgh reportedly asked if he might be 

able to test and (as he apparently enjoyed it so much), ordered the very first Phantom IV to be built for 

himself and The Queen. Originally intended as a one-off, the Queen’s car is still in occasional use for royal 

and state functions. However, some of the others produced have found their way into private collectors’ 

hands and are sometimes seen at Concours events around the world. 

Picture 13: The First 1950 Phantom IV Delivered to HRH The Queen Picture 14: 1952 Phantom IVs Delivered to General Franco of Spain 

  Source: xyandZee, Wikipedia Source: xyandZee, Wikipedia 

Restoration – e.g. Mercedes-Benz 300SL  
When you speak to any vehicle restorer their passion effectively belongs in the same camp as 

conservationists who are willing to spend extremely long hours to bring a former beauty back to life. That 

said, some cars are restored beyond what is actually desired and certain vehicles that are “correctly 

restored” (i.e. in the original colours), will sometimes be worth more than Concours restorations in the 

“wrong” colours. 

For valuation considerations, restorations closest to the original condition are always more highly sought 

after. This is an interesting point to make as some collectors have chosen to re-paint their cars in colours of 

their choosing. For example, Ralph Lauren has had all five of his Jaguars in his collection painted in his own 

shade of British Racing Green and Chris Evans has had pretty much his entire car collection painted in white! 

The Mercedes-Benz 300SL was the fastest production car of its day, first introduced in 1954 as a two-seat 

coupé, with distinctive gull-wing doors, it was later produced as an open roadster. This car cannot really be 

considered rare as 1,400 gull-wing coupés and 1,858 roadsters were apparently manufactured but it does 

mean that these vehicles quite often come into restoration houses as demand for this particular car has, 

quite literally, gone through the roof! 

The price for a second-hand coupé declined for around seven years after production and the car lost up to 

three-quarters of its value during that period. It then took a further eight years for prices to rise above the 

original list price. It is perhaps due to interest in the more recent Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG, the spiritual 

successor to the 300SL, that valuations of the original have increased markedly. A #4 Fair condition 1954 

300SL is estimated to be worth £895,000 and a #1 Concours condition car is estimated to be worth £1.25mn. 
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Picture 15: 1954 Mercedes-Benz 300SL Gullwing Coupé Picture 16: Original Mercedes-Benz 300SL and Mercedes-Benz SLS AMG 

 

 
Source: xyandZee Source: xyandZee, Bentley 

Association with a Famous Person – e.g. Aston Martin DB5 
Another value-enhancing aspect of owning a classic car is the history attached with regards a famous or 

celebrity owner, or records that the vehicle has been driven by a well-known racing driver. These vehicles 

can achieve prices way in excess of a very similar models that have no history or association attached. 

A good example of a car that has been associated with a (fictional, in this case) famous person is the Aston 

Martin DB5. Interestingly, a pristine DB5 (produced between 1963 and 1965) is worth around twice the 

amount of the virtually-identical DB6 (produced between 1965 and 1970). Whilst the two cars share the 

same engine, gearbox, axle and chassis, the DB5 will always be associated with James Bond, having first 

appeared the Goldfinger movie. Yes, the DB6 production run was higher at 1,788 models (versus 1,059 

DB5s), but this cannot wholly explain the price differential. As an aside, Corgi Toys produced a version of the 

DB5 car, which became the biggest selling toy of 1964! 

Chart 17: Aston Martin DB5 Chart 18: Corgi Toys 1964 Aston Martin DB5 

  
Source: xyandZee, Aston Martin Source: xyandZee, Corgi Toys 

Strong Motorsport History – e.g. AC/Shelby Cobra 
A growing number of classic car races are helping to prop up values in the marketplace and these events 

provide an opportunity for enthusiasts to proudly show off their cars in front of the general public. An 

increasing number of classic car shows, coupled with ever-larger numbers of spectators, means that this 

leisure industry has ballooned in recent years but entry fees to show vehicles can be huge. 

The history of the AC/Shelby Cobra is really rather interesting. Sold as AC in the UK and Shelby in the US, 

different variations have been manufactured since 1962. In 1961, an American designer, Carroll Shelby 

apparently wrote to AC asking if they might build him a car to accommodate a V8 engine. AC began 

exporting completed and painted cars (without an engine or gearbox) from the UK to Los Angeles in 1962 

where Shelby then finished them in his workshop. 
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The first 75 Mk1 models were fitted with the original engine, the remaining Mk1 models were fitted with a 

larger 4.7 litre V8. A new design entered production in 1963, at a time that competition between AC/Shelby, 

GM and Ferrari was really hotting up and it was the Cobra that became dominant, with only one loss in three 

years in its class. In 1964 Shelby fitted an even larger 6.4 litre engine to the car but it was apparently 

undriveable as it needed far more development and testing. A new car was subsequently designed with Ford 

(known as the Cobra MkIII) and production began in 1965. It is reported that around 300 MkIII cars were 

sent to Shelby during 1965-1966 and 27 (AC289s) were sold in Europe. Whilst not raced by the Shelby team, 

these cars were very successfully raced by independent teams for several years. 31 unsold vehicles were 

detuned and had windscreens fitted! These so-called S/C versions (semi-competition) are currently valued at 

around US$1.5mn and are one of the most valuable Cobra variants ever manufactured. 

An original 1962 Shelby Cobra CSX 2000 was sold at Pebble Beach last year for US$13.75mn, the highest 

price paid for an American car and a Shelby Daytona Cobra Coupe CSX 260, the car that beat Ferrari in the 

World Manufacturer’s Championship of 1965, was sold for US$7.25mn, again at Pebble Beach but back in 

2009. From the late 1980s onwards, Shelby authorised what are known as “Continuation Cars”, based on the 

original AC-built Cobra but fitted with modern functionality and, in 2014, Shelby announced that it would 

produce 50 cars in celebration of the 50th anniversary of the original 427 Shelby Cobra. 

Picture 19: 1962 Shelby Cobra CSX2000 Picture 20: 1965 Shelby Daytona Cobra Coupe CSX 260 

 

 

Source: xyandZee Source: xyandZee 

Eligibility for Race Events – e.g. Ferrari 335S 
A vehicle with strong motorsport or competition history will always be highly sought after and those years in 

which the car was competing in race events usually determines more interest. Historic Grand Prix cars will 

command a significant premium and those that won or finished on the podium will quite obviously be even 

more highly desirable. The Federation Internationale de Automobile (FIA), the governing body for all 

motoring events, determines which classic vehicles are authorised for racing events but bear in mind that for 

sports car events, the most famous probably being Le Mans, all are regulated but races vary and driving 

ability can be random. 

One of just four produced between 1957 and 1958, a Ferrari 335S Spider Scaglietti was sold for US$35.7mn 

at auction last year, reportedly to the football player Lionel Messi. An evolution of the 315S, the vehicle has a 

V12 engine producing 390bhp and a top speed of 190mph. The car is infamous for being involved in a fatal 

accident at the 1957 Mille Miglia when a tyre exploded and the car crashed into the crowd, killing nine 

people, as well as the driver Alfonso de Portago and his co-driver Edmund Nelson. Partly in reaction to the 

crash, a change in regulations for the 1958 World Championship meant that cars were subsequently limited 

to a 3-litre engine, which meant that the 335S was ineligible for the 1958 race season onwards. 
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Picture 21: 1957 Ferrari 335S Spider Scaglietti Picture 22: 1957 Ferrari 335S Spider Scaglietti 

  
Source: xyandZee, Artcurial Source: xyandZee, Artcurial 

Classics and Modern Era Supers – e.g. McLaren F1 
Modern era supercars are a different conundrum for collectors, enthusiasts and investors. Don’t get 

confused with modern day supercars and classic cars. Supercars have generally not been raced in 

competitions, have no classic car history attached to them and, unless produced in minutae numbers, may 

not appreciate in any significant value in the future. 

That said, the changing demographics of collectors, and a newer creature known as an investor, has resulted 

in huge appreciation for some supercars. Over recent years, a McLaren F1 was sold in 2008 for US$4.1mn, 

another was sold in 2013 for US$8.5mn and a LM spec F1 was sold in 2015 for US$13.75mn. Beating that, 

however, in August 2017, a 1995 F1 was sold at Bonham’s for US$15.62mn. Only 106 F1s were 

manufactured, including: 5 prototypes, 64 road versions, 1 tuned LM prototype, 5 tuned Le Mans versions, 1 

longtail prototype, 2 longtail GT versions and 28 GTR racecars. Capable of accelerate from 0-62mph in 3.2 

seconds and hitting a top speed of 243mph, a McLaren F1 did win the Le Mans in 1995 and is probably the 

epitome of the ultimate supercar investment. 

First manufactured in 1992, Jay Leno, the US actor, classic car collector and TV host is famously quoted to 

have said in April 2009, “About 10 years ago, I had the chance to buy a McLaren F1. A new one was almost a 

million dollars. This was a second-hand car with less than 2,500 miles and it was US$800,000. I thought, it’s 

crazy to spend that much money on a car. Last year, a McLaren F1 sold at auction for US$4.1mn! I now 

realize this is the greatest investment I’ve ever made. In less than 10 years, I more than quintupled my 

money.7” 

Picture 23: McLaren F1 Picture 24: McLaren F1 

  
Source: xyandZee, supercars.net Source: xyandZee, McLaren 

                                                           
7 Jay Leno, http://www.popularmechanics.com/cars/a4098/4312877/ 

http://www.popularmechanics.com/cars/a4098/4312877/
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Luxury Spending Trends 

The Rich Are Getting Richer 
The global population of UNHWIs (generally defined as individuals with assets, including their primary 

residence, in excess of US$30mn), has grown by 60% over the last 10 years8. There are now around 187,500 

UHNWIs around the world, with emerging economies experiencing the fastest rates of growth. Whilst it is 

expected that the total number of UNHWIs will continue to expand, the rate of growth will likely slow over 

the next 10 years. That said, the number of UHNWIs in Asia is expected to expand by around two-thirds over 

the coming decade, compared to around 25% in Europe. There are apparently now over 13 million 

millionaires (individuals holding assets ranging from US$1m to billions of dollars) around the globe, a 52% 

increase in the last 10 years, and these individuals reportedly hold assets worth around US$66 trillion! 

Table 1: Regional Wealth Distribution 

 Millionaires (US$1m+) UHNWI (US$30m+) 
Billionaires 

(US$1,000m+) 
Selected Countries/Regions 2005 2015 Chg. 2005 2015 Chg. 2005 2015 Chg. 

North America 3,342,600 4,472,000 34% 51,934 69,283 33% 483 645 34% 
Europe 2,762,600 3,925,400 42% 32,073 46,191 44% 316 448 42% 
Asia 1,731,300 3,096,300 79% 17,531 41,072 134% 182 487 168% 
Middle East 252,100 479,400 90% 4,712 8,910 89% 50 90 80% 
Australasia 163,000 379,000 133% 1,630 3,795 133% 13 31 138% 
Latin America & Caribbean 336,500 591,500 76% 5,279 9,492 80% 47 86 83% 
Africa 92,000 165,100 79% 1,602 2,620 64% 21 35 67% 
Russia & CIS 48,300 146,500 203% 2,039 6,105 199% 33 97 194% 
TOTAL 8,728,400 13,255,200 52% 116,800 187,468 61% 1,145 1,919 68% 
Source: The Wealth Report 2016, xyandZee, Note: most recent data as at end 2015 

Whilst the growth in the number of UHNWIs by region has been highest in Russia & CIS over the last 10 

years, the growth rate for China has been is 330%, India 340% and Indonesia 349%. This compares to the US 

at 32% and the UK at 39%. If we then look at the portfolio allocations of UHNWIs, it is unsurprising to see 

that whilst collectibles make up a small proportion of their total porfolios, the most common collectibles are 

fine art and antiques, followed by cars and bikes. 

Table 2: Breakdown of UHNWI Portfolios 
% Africa Asia Aust-asia Europe LatAm Mid. East N. America Russia Average 

Investments (Equities & Bonds) 33 25 21 30 36 21 37 19 28 
Residence & Second Homes 22 26 30 22 17 24 22 28 24 
Personal Businesses 22 16 11 16 21 20 23 20 19 
Cash 9 20 19 11 14 16 7 21 15 
Real Estate 9 9 16 16 10 14 9 8 11 
Collectibles 4 2 2 3 1 2 2 1 2 
Precious Metals 0 2 1 1 1 2 1 2 1 
Source: The Wealth Report 2016, xyandZee, Note: The study was a survey of 400 of the world’s leading private bankers and wealth advisors managing assets for around 

45,000 UHNWIs with a combined wealth of over half a trillion US dollars. 

  

                                                           
8 Source: The Wealth Report 2016, Knight Frank, http://www.knightfrank.com/wealthreport 

http://www.knightfrank.com/wealthreport
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Table 3: The Most Common Luxury Collectible Items 
% Who Selected Option Africa Asia Aust-asia Europe LatAm Mid. East N. America Russia Average 

Fine Art & Antiques 82 62 79 75 75 47 95 80 74 
Cars and Bikes 65 28 42 44 63 38 37 50 46 
Watches 24 43 21 30 63 53 21 30 36 
Wine 47 31 32 30 38 15 21 50 33 
Jewellery & Stones 24 49 32 30 13 47 16 30 30 
Precious Metals 6 12 32 8 0 3 16 20 12 
Source: The Wealth Report 2016, xyandZee, Note: The study was a survey of 400 of the world’s leading private bankers and wealth advisors managing assets for around 

45,000 UHNWIs with a combined wealth of over half a trillion US dollars. 

More interesting are perhaps the reasons why UHNWIs make luxury investments in the first place. More 

respondents, on average, said that they purchase luxury items as a status symbol above any other reason. 

Table 4: Why UHNWIs Collect 
% Who Selected Option Africa Asia Aust-asia Europe LatAm Mid. East N. America Russia Average 

Status Symbol 71 55 37 34 75 35 42 50 50 
Passion 65 34 68 54 13 32 37 40 43 
Diversification 59 38 32 38 25 56 58 30 42 
Tangible 24 16 26 29 13 21 26 20 22 
Better Yield 0 15 11 29 25 15 11 10 15 
Precious Metals (Gold) 18 17 21 10 0 18 16 10 14 
Tax Breaks 0 8 0 14 13 12 16 20 10 
Source: The Wealth Report 2016, xyandZee, Note: The study was a survey of 400 of the world’s leading private bankers and wealth advisors managing assets for around 

45,000 UHNWIs with a combined wealth of over half a trillion US dollars. 

Asia-Pacific Leads Global High Net Worth Growth 
The Asia-Pacific region overtook North America in High Net Wealth Individual (HNWI) wealth for the first 

time during 2015, with Japan and China providing around 90% of that growth. The number of HNWIs in the 

region surpassed five million for the first time, a 9.4% increase over the previous year. India and China now 

represent 10% of global HNWI wealth but, more importantly, account for around 20% of the global increase 

in new wealth over the last 10 years, adding US$4trn. Under a conservative scenario, it is predicted9 that 

Asia-Pacific HNWI wealth could nearly double by 2025 to around US$35trn! 

Chart 3: Asia-Pacific HNWI by Country, 2015 and Year-on-Year % Change 
 

Source: Capgemini Asia-Pacific Wealth Report 2016, Note: 2015 and Year-on-Year % Change 

  

                                                           
9 Capgemini Asia-Pacific Wealth Report 2016, https://www.worldwealthreport.com/apwr  

https://www.worldwealthreport.com/apwr
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Valuing the Classic Car Market 

Classic Cars Have Outperformed Other Luxuries 
The Knight Frank Luxury Investment Index (KFLII) measures the performance of 10 luxury asset classes over 

time and it is not difficult to see that the best performance by far has been from an investment in classic 

cars, with a 362% increase over the last 10 years to 2017Q2. Growth has slowed in recent years but is still 

impressive - for 2015, the Classic Car index rose by 17% and by a further 9% in 2016 – and this compares to 

the overall “Luxury Index” which grew by just 2% last year. 

However, 2% growth for the 12-month period to end 2017Q2 implies that growth in the first six months of 

this year was negative 2.5%. That said, we do not have monthly data and cannot say if this trend will 

continue into the second half. In the chart below, we include total returns (including re-invested dividends) 

for the S&P 500 Non-Financials and Nasdaq indices over the same periods. 

Chart 4: Luxury Collectibles - Performance by Asset Class, Year-to-2017Q2 
 

Source: KFLII Report 2017Q210, Note: Sources include AMRD (Furniture, Chinese Ceramics, Jewellery, Watches & Art), Stanley Gibbons (Stamps & 

Coins), HAGI (Classic Cars), Wine Owners (Wine), Fancy Colour Research Foundation (Diamonds), S&P500 Non-Financials and Nasdaq Total Return 

Indices, xyandZee. 

Problems Associated with Valuation 
Before we look at the appreciation in values of classic cars over time and a comparison to other more liquid 

asset classes, we must first discuss the influences on prices. The problem with sale prices (or expected 

return) is that they do not take into account what the seller actually paid for the vehicle in the first place. 

Prices are subject to inflation, currency translation and time effects (i.e. population growth, the growth of 

the underlying economy, how long the car has been stored, wear and tear, etc.). In other words, a price 

should always be referenced or anchored to a date and point in the past (i.e. an index base of 100). Returns 

should also be measured in a similar way but, in a highly illiquid market, it is unusual to find two exact 

identical cars bought and sold within the same time frame, making relative comparisons neigh on 

impossible. This is where discrepancies can arise and where opportunities may present themselves. 

  

                                                           
10 Knight Frank, Wealth Report 2017, http://www.knightfrank.com/wealthreport/2017/download.aspx 

http://www.knightfrank.com/wealthreport/2017/download.aspx
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The time aspect is very important. Whilst the idea of purchasing a car and storing it to sell at a (potentially) 

higher price in the future than would have been obtained upon purchase seems appealing, one must 

obviously take into account additional costs such as maintenance, wear and tear, storage, insurance, 

security, plus the opportunity cost of keeping the cash locked into that particular investment when it could 

have potentially been deployed elsewhere. Keeping it simple, valuation is an estimate of the current price 

one might obtain in today’s marketplace.  

Inflation Effects Over Time 
Many forget the importance of inflation and its influence to returns on investment. Whilst inflation has been 

low – or even negative – in recent years, it may surprise some readers to find out that the average annual 

rate of inflation (the year-on-year change in CPI) in the US since the end of the Second World War has been 

3.7%, reaching a high of 19.7% and a low of minus 2.9%. One might think that excluding the rampant post-

war inflation era might bring the figure down markedly, but no. Taking a reading since 1970, inflation has 

averaged 4.1% as this period (also) includes the oil crisis plus the reading is over a shorter time frame. This 

compares to the latest inflation reading of 1.9% for August 2017. 

Chart 5: US Inflation (CPI, YoY % Chg.) since 1945 and the Average Over Time 
 

Source: www.inflationdata.com, xyandZee 

The influence of inflation on any investment return is huge. The following chart shows the total (nominal) 

return of the US equity market (including dividend payments) over time and then strips out the effect of 

inflation to give the real market return. This chart dates back to be beginning of 1970 as it is from when we 

have solid data, but one must always bear in mind that differing starting and ending investment points will 

greatly affect the resulting real return. What is quite clear is that inflation makes up the bulk of investment 

returns over the long-term. 

  

http://www.inflationdata.com/
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Chart 6: US Total Market Returns, Nominal and Real Against Inflation, Compounded and Rebased to 1970 
 

Source: www.inflationdata.com, US Bureau of Labor Statistics (https://www.bls.gov/), xyandZee, 
Note: MSCI US total market returns (i.e. including dividends) rebased to 1970 

Exchange Rates and Currency Translation 
Volatile economic or political environments can sometimes present a notable opportunity when making an 

investment, particularly when the knock-on effect is a significant currency movement. Brexit, Trump, Macron 

or monetary authorities revaluing or de-pegging currencies has resulted in some dramatic currency 

movements in many regions. But do currency swings affect overall valuations? 

US dollar weakness against the Euro and Pound Sterling from around 2001 until 2008 saw many vehicles 

exported out of North America to other international markets. The overall strength of the US dollar since 

then has not resulted in the reverse. Demand from new emerging markets has seen price increases in both 

North America but also in Europe. So classic cars today are generally recognised as being “currency-

independent” or neutral as an asset. Why is that? It may be that the magnitude of price appreciation in 

recent years has been so great that it has swamped any noticeable currency effect. It may also be that there 

has been a meaningful switch between the influences of supply and demand, so much so, that demand 

today may have become by far the dominant factor.  

Chart 7: US$ to EUR, UK£ and JPY Since 1970 
 

Source: xyandZee 

http://www.inflationdata.com/
https://www.bls.gov/
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Interest Rates, Prices and Returns 
Prices are not a reflection of supply and demand in this type of market, they are mainly a reflection of one’s 

ability to pay, i.e. other outgoings which may be influenced by interest rates or other factors which may limit 

one’s overall wealth. With ultra-low interest rates still present in many parts of the world, coupled with low 

investment yields on offer from other asset classes, collectible cars have done very well since the global 

financial crisis. 

Since March 2009 many central banks have slashed interest rates (whilst also hoovering up bonds via QE), 

which has enabled corporates (and consumers) to borrow at extremely attractive rates and operate with a 

much larger debt burden, thus helping to boost profitability (or wealth). The problem is that a sharp rise in 

interest rates will hit these indebted companies (and individuals) hard and/or a recession could hit 

profitability. In addition, one must also always consider possible outside effects to the global marketplace 

such as geo-political risk, a potential credit crisis in China or elsewhere, the prospect of war in the Middle 

East or elsewhere, and the risk these might pose to prices. 

Chart 8: US Non-Financial Corporate Debt (US$mn) and Long-Term Interest Rates (%, Inverted) 
 

Source: FRED, https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/NCBDBIQ027S 

One should always remember that over the cycle, the risk of losses (also known as drawdown) during severe 

market weakness - such as the dot-com bubble of 1999-2002 (where Nasdaq saw losses of 72%) and the 

more recent global financial crisis (where both the S&P and Nasdaq saw losses of over 50%) - meant that 

many firms didn’t make it through to see the next up-cycle. Since the market trough in 2009, the S&P 500 

has risen by nearly 300% on a total return basis (i.e. including re-invested dividends) and Nasdaq is up by 

over 400%! 

  

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/NCBDBIQ027S
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Chart 9: S&P 500 Non-Financials and Nasdaq Indices, Total Returns (Since 1980) 
 

Source: xyandZee, Note: Total Returns include reinvested dividends. 

An Investment You Will Appreciate 
Whilst general equity and bond market data is easier to come by, detailed data for the overall collectible car 

market is not. What we can do, however, is look at an individual vehicle model and calculate the real return 

since original manufacture. For example, the most expensive car auctioned to date, a 1962 Ferrari GTO 250 

Berlinetta, was sold for US$38.1mn in 2014 and the current valuation given to a similar model is over 

US$50mn11. The car was originally sold at US$14,000 back in 1962 and has appreciated in value by an 

average annual rate of 16%, or excluding inflation by 11%. Similarly, a 1970 Aston Martin DBS 6-cylinder 

would have cost £4,473 (or US$5,593 when translated at current spot rates) when launched and sold as new 

in 1970 and a top-quality model today might set you back US$190,000 (or just under UK£152,000). In other 

words, the car has appreciated in value by an average annual rate of 7.8% or excluding inflation by 2.1%. 

Now these figures may not seem large, but compounded over 47 years, it amounts to a 261% increase in real 

value. 

In trying to value the classic car market, the Historic Automobile Group International (HAGI) created a 

widely-recognised benchmark to track the performance of the sector12. One of several indices that HAGI 

computes, the HAGI Top Index gives a measure of value of the overall market for exceptional historic cars 

comprising 50 models across many different marques; the HAGI P index measures the value of the rare 

Porsche market; the HAGI F Index measures the rare Ferrari market; the HAGI Top ex-P&F index is the HAGI 

Top Index minus Porsche and Ferrari; and the more recent HAGI MBCI measures the market for classic 

Mercedez-Benz cars. 

The monthly index series began in January 2009 and was set at a starting level of 100 on 31 December 2008 

(i.e. rebased to end 2008). The indices are weighted by market size for the models included (i.e. market cap 

weighted) and are therefore influenced by both transaction prices and changes in market size for a specific 

model.  

  

                                                           
11 Hagerty, http://apps.hagerty.com/ukvaluation/index.html 
12 HAGI, http://www.historicautogroup.com/ 

http://apps.hagerty.com/ukvaluation/index.html
http://www.historicautogroup.com/
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Chart 10: HAGI Indices Monthly Performance, Rebased to End 2014, Ex. MBCI, Plus S&P Non-Financials 
 

Source: HAGI, xyandZee, Note: Data rebased to 31/12/2014 to show more recent performance 

One cannot fail to notice the slowdown in growth this year but look at the uptick across all indices for 

September. One must also bear in mind that the HAGI Top index is calculated comprising 50 car models from 

18 different marques with certain specific requirements including rules such that the survivor market must 

be greater than UK£30mn, with a minimum of 50 and maximum of 1,000 vehicles for each model, coupled 

with frequent trading of such vehicles and a minimum price of UK£100,000. In addition, all cars considered 

for HAGI indices must exhibit a #1 “Concours” condition. 

Classic Cars Against Other More Liquid Asset Classes 
The HAGI Indices above were constructed at the beginning of 2009 and whilst long-term data for the overall 

global classic car market is extremely hard to come by, in 2010 HAGI backtested their data over 30 years to 

1980 and calculated that the HAGI Top index would have produced a total return of 30 times over the 

previous 30 years, giving a CAGR (compound annual growth rate) of 12.6%. Since then, the Index rose by 

13.89% during 2011, 37.88% in 2012, 46.75% in 2013, 15.84% in 2014, 16.57% in 2015 and 9.02% in 2016. 

We can compare this data to other more liquid asset classes such as equity markets. As mentioned, between 

1980 and 2010, HAGI Top would have returned a CAGR of 12.6%, which compares to a CAGR of 10.8% for the 

S&P 500 Index and 8.2% for the Nasdaq Index over the same time period. 

So the question is, can these past incredible performances continue into the future? It is clear that classic car 

prices have softened in recent months but we believe that the inelastic13 supply of desirable cars will act very 

favourably on vehicle pricing over time plus it should also act as a significant buffer during times of overall 

market weakness. The last time car valuations crumbled was during the early 1990s but they generally held 

firm during the most recent financial crisis. Today, wealthy collectors from emerging markets are adding to 

global demand, thus supporting prices. In the longer term, in a world of driver-less vehicles, it should mean 

that any desirable car today will surely become a highly-prized collectible item. 

  

                                                           
13 Inelasticity is where a change in the price of a car does not result in an increase or decrease in its supply 
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Hagerty produces another widely-recognised rating, known as the Hagerty Market Rating14. The rating 

measures the current status of the collector car market in the US in terms of activity or “heat”, directional 

momentum and the underlying strength of the overall collectible car market. Expressed as a number 

between 0-100, it weights the classic car market and combines auction transaction data with private sales. 

So, the higher the number over 50, the more market activity, with the same true at the lower end of the 

scale. 

After six month-on-month decreases during 2017, the rating experienced its first increase in September and 

again in October, to 65.24. Optimism on the back of a successful Monterey auction in August means that 

prices in both the aution market and private sale market are up slightly over last month. Whilst overall sales 

totals at Monterey were down year-on-year, results were considerably better than anticipated. Note that 

even after the peak in May 2015, the rating has held up rather well and only dropped below 50 during 2009. 

Below is the chart going back 10 years alongside the performance of the S&P 500 index. It is clear to see that 

whilst the underlying strength of the car market has faltered since 2015, the S&P500 continues on an 

upward tradjectory. 

Chart 11: Hagerty US Market Data Rating Compared to S&P 500 Non-Financials (R.H.Scale) 
 

Source: Hagerty15, xyandzee, Note: S&P 500 Total Returns including dividend payments. 

Collector, Investor or Enthusiast? Diversification and Risk Within a Portfolio 
The only difference between a collector and an investor is that the underlying asset remains unchanged. 

However, once a commercial value is ascertained, and the buying or selling of a classic car is simply in the 

pursuit of profit, then one cannot possibly call oneself a collector. We know that collectors rather than 

investors currently dominate the classic car market and whilst many still operate in a rational manner, some 

allow their passion to overcome logic when bidding for a vehicle. 

  

                                                           
14 Hagerty Market Rating, https://www.hagerty.com/valuationtools/About-Market-Rating 
15 Hagerty, https://www.hagerty.com/apps/valuationtools/market-trends/market-rating/September-2017 

https://www.hagerty.com/valuationtools/About-Market-Rating
https://www.hagerty.com/apps/valuationtools/market-trends/market-rating/September-2017
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When constructing a portfolio, one must always bear in mind the amount of return relative to the risk 

involved. In other words, selecting cars that, in aggregate, give the greatest rise in value over time with the 

least amount of risk over the same period. But this is not easy. For example, it is obvious to state that an 

enthusiast investing solely in Ferraris - even in vehicles across the whole marque - may not be protected 

from downside risk when the brand falls out of favour. But diversification itself does not produce investment 

gains. Buying cars that will rise in value in the future does and, whilst momentum trades (buying something 

that has recently proved popular and has increased in value) can work for short periods of time, past gains 

may not necessarily lead to future returns (the old cliché). The collection of detailed but often scarce historic 

financial data is all we have available and the analysis of a car’s fundamentals to determine its intrinsic value 

and discounting it to the present time is what should be behind any investment decision. 

The greatest chance of future positive returns lies somewhere between buying a diversified portfolio of cars 

that have historically been found to have had the best price performance coupled with buying and selling 

these vehicles over differing time periods over the cycle. But does a portfolio of just a handful of similar 

assets constitute something that is too risky? How many cars needs to be in the portfolio to achieve 

meaningful diversification? The price developments of 38 rare cars were tested (which was noted, and with 

which we agree, is an insufficient number to make highly accurate statements about an efficient portfolio), 

and some general observations were made (over a 28 year time frame): that there is evidence of a portfolio 

diversification effect; the number of cars needed to achieve this effect is greater than the number of cars in 

the average collection (i.e. not single digits); and diversification seems to be noticeable at around nine cars 

and increases at least up to 15 and probably beyond 20 or more16. 

The most important point to make here is that it is not only the number of cars in the portfolio but the 

specific selection of models. This is where collectors and investors differ. Collectors usually make their 

investments based on highly emotional and very often irrational criteria. For an investor, the primary 

interest is asset price appreciation and minimisation of potential losses. In addition, unlike collectors, 

investors will usually have a pre-determined strategy for buying and selling a vehicle with timeframes or 

targets and performance goals a pre-requisite. Similar to an investment in any other traditional asset, it must 

be judged on the ability to generate a positive return over time coupled with an appropriate risk profile 

attached. 

However, not all investors get it right. Warren Buffett was reportedly offered the entire Harrah Collection of 

over 1,400 cars back in 1980 for less than US$1mn and turned the investment opportunity down. Then in 

1984 the bulk of the collection was sold for over US$69mn! The resulting outcry saw the remaining 175 

vehicles given to establish the National Automobile Museum in Reno, Nevada. 

So all cycles must surely come to an end, no? Many investors are understandably rather worried about 

current equity market valuations but what’s the alternative? Ten years ago, the yield on a US 10-year 

Treasury bond was 4.8% and today it is less than half that. The return on cash is negative in real terms. 

Classic car asset values during the most recent financial crisis proved to be exceptionally robust when 

compared to traditional equity markets but also when compared to other tangible investments such as art or 

wine. This segment is not exposed to the usual “risk-on / risk-off” reactive trading seen in many other 

markets and is generally only considered by high net worth individuals, held for emotional attachment 

reasons or to form part of a collection. In our opinion, the low beta characteristics of the classic car market 

make it an excellent choice when adding to an already diversified portfolio.  

                                                           
16 Better Than Gold, Dietrich Hatlapa, 2014, https://petrolicious.com/articles/can-investing-in-classic-cars-be-worth-it 

https://petrolicious.com/articles/can-investing-in-classic-cars-be-worth-it
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What for The Future Classic Car Market? 

A Brief History 
Rare or classic cars have always been highly sought after and thought of an exclusive luxury item right from 

the outset. The Ford Model-T - 15 million of which were sold between 1909 and 1927 (15 million!) - brought 

the automobile to the wealthy masses but the Second World War saw many cars scrapped (it is estimated 

that anywhere between 100,000 and 500,000 have survived). Whilst in hindsight this was tragic, it brought 

about a finite supply of vehicles that has ultimately resulted in greater valuations. Then the Great Depression 

killed off many prominent marques in the US including Auburn, Cord and Duesenberg. But after the end of 

the Second World War, a more modern classic car market gradually began to emerge. 

The modern day collectible car asset price bubble, which got going during the mid-1980s and ended abruptly 

at the end of the decade saw values for many top-end classic cars ending exactly where they began. But why 

did this happen? It all began in the early 1970s, when wealthy Italians were apparently being kidnapped and 

held for ransom on the assumption that they had flaunted their wealth by driving around in very expensive 

Ferraris. The Italians began selling their cars into the US, who at the time were reportedly buying pretty-

much anything on offer. Then the oil bust of 1973 saw thousands of these vehicles filling up used car lots. In 

the late 1970s, as the US economy recovered, real estate boomed and inflation soared (which was killed off 

by the Fed who raised interest rates to over 20%). The inflation problem was remedied but the Fed also 

subsequently killed off the US economy itself. When interest rates in the US began to ease during the mid-

1980s, the post-war “Baby Boomers” again resumed their classic car buying spree.  

At roughly the same time, the Bank of Japan increased money supply, interest rates plunged to 2-3% and 

liquidity flooded the market. The value of the Yen doubled and, compounding this, Japanese banks were 

offering over 100% financing against the value of real estate. Because of this sudden explosion in wealth, 

buyers in Japan became major players in many markets that they knew absolutely nothing about, including 

the market for classic and collectible cars. Prices of Ferraris, in particular, soared and many cars were 

shipped from the used car lots in the US to Japan. The global market crash in December 1989 (an implosion 

of the US savings and loan crisis coupled with real estate market failure in Japan) brought most classic car 

sales to a complete halt. Values fell over the following five years and it took many years for the market to 

recover back to the norm. Enzo Ferrari’s death at the ripe old age of 90 coincided with the decline in classic 

car values at that time. The F40 was the last of many cars that Enzo was involved with and it ultimately 

transformed into a speculative investment, such a success that more than three-times were actually 

manufactured than was originally intended. 

Segments Within the Collectible Car Market 
Speculation about which cars might be the future stars will always be complicated but if one looks at latest 

auction sales results prices remain relatively strong. However, the number of cars not making estimates 

(some might say at utterly ludicrous levels set by auction houses), has also risen. We continue to believe that 

classic cars represent a unique asset class, being part investment, part sheer thrall, part childhood dream or 

perhaps even part mid-life crisis! The market has been motoring in recent years (forgive the pun). Following 

a collapse in values in the early 1990s certain marques have done very well and auction prices continue to 

hit new highs. Rarity and status is what’s supporting the market and whilst the overall market is highly 

illiquid, demand growth is now being driven by new high net worth individuals across the Asian and sub-

continent who wish to be part of an elite owners club. 
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The Most Expensive Classic Cars 
The highest price paid for a classic car in 2016 was US$37.7mn for a 1957 Ferrari 335 Sport Scaglietti sold by 

Artcurial in Paris. It was one of only four made, came second in the 1957 Mille Miglia race, set a lap record at 

Le Mans and was driven by Stirling Moss. However, the record for the highest price ever paid for a car was 

set back in 2014 by Bonhams in the US. With a winning combination of race-track pedigree (formerly owned 

by Stirling Moss) and ultimate rarity, the auctioneer sold a 1962 Ferrari 250 GTO Berlinetta for US$38.1mn. 

So far this year, the highest price paid has been US$22.5mn for an Aston Martin DBR1. This 1956 model was 

just one of five built and has the chassis number one. 

Table 5: Top Ten Highest Prices Paid for Classic Cars at Public Auctions 
Date Sold Make Model Year Auctioneer Location Price Paid (US$) 

Aug 14, 2014 Ferrari 250 GTO  3851GT 1962 Bonhams Carmel, US 38,115,000 

Feb 5, 2016 Ferrari 335S  674 1957 Artcurial  Paris, France 35,711,359 

Jul 12, 2013 Mercedes-Benz W196  196 010 00006/54 1954 Bonhams Goodwood, UK 29,600,000 

Dec 10, 2015 Ferrari 290 MM  626 1956 RM Sotheby's  New York City, US 28,050,000 

Aug 17, 2013 Ferrari 275 GTB/4*S NART Spider  10709 1967 RM Auctions Monterey, US 27,500,000 

Aug 16, 2014 Ferrari 275 GTB/C Speciale  6701 1964 RM Auctions Monterey, US 26,400,000 

Aug 18,2017 Aston Martin DBR1 DBR1 1956 RM Sotheby’s Monterey, US 22,500.000 
Aug 19, 2016 Jaguar D-Type  XKD 501 1955 RM Sotheby's  Monterey, US 21,780,000 

Aug 20, 2016 Alfa Romeo 8C 2900B Lungo Spider  412041 1939 RM Sotheby's  Monterey, US 19,800,000 

Feb 6, 2015 Ferrari 250 GT SWB Cali. Spider  2935GT 1961 Artcurial  Paris, France 18,500,000 

Source: xyandZee, Bonhams, Artcurial, RM Southeby’s 

We discuss the differences between collectors and investors in this note and won’t spend too much time on 

what serious collectors have amassed but the big collectors are clearly driving up prices. If you’re reading 

this note to up to this point, you most likely already know who the largest global car collectors are and 

roughly what they own. However, whilst Ferraris make up by far the largest numbers of highly-priced classic 

cars, it may surprise some readers to find out that the most collected cars worth over US$1m today are the 

Mercedes-Benz 300SL, Ferrari 275 GTB/4 and the AC/Shelby Cobra. 

The classic car market has continued to generate interest in 2017, with the first auctions in Scottsdale, 

Arizona in January seeing 3,486 cars sold totalling US$260mn17. This auction is usually a pre-cursor for what’s 

to come over the coming year. Although the average price paid fell, demand was strongest for the most 

expensive cars but, interestingly, also for those at the entry-level market (i.e. those for sale at under 

US$100,000). At the top end, 35 cars were sold in excess of US$1mn, with the top seller being a 1963 Jaguar 

E-Type Lightweight at US$7.37mn. After Scottsdale, auctions including Arizona (also in January), Paris 

(February) and Amelia Island Florida (March) saw the ten most expensive cars sold at Auction during the first 

quarter of 2017 include two Ferraris, two Bugattis, two Mercedes-Benz, one Porsche, one Jaguar, one Dino 

(minus an engine!) and one Alfa-Romeo.  

More recently, auctions at Pebble Beach, Quail Lodge and Montery (August) and Maranello (September) 

pushed many of these cars out of the top 10 this year for the highest price paid at a public auction. At 

Monterey, RM Sotheby’s sold a 1956 Aston Martin DBR1 for US$22.55mn (which also makes it into the top 

10 highest prices paid for a classic car at a public auction ever). A McLaren F1 was sold for US$15.6mn at The 

Quail by Bonhams and, at Pebble Beach, a 1966 Ferrari 275 GTB/C was sold for US$14.5mn and a 1970 

Porsche 917K went for US$14.1mn, both by Gooding.  

                                                           
17 http://classic-car-auctions.info/usa/scottsdale/2017-bonhams-scottsdale-classic-car-auction-results/ 
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Table 6: Top Ten Highest Prices Paid for Classic Cars at Public Auctions, 2017 Year-to-Date 
Year Car Price (US$) Auction House Auction 

1956 Aston Martin DBR1  22,550,000 RM Sotheby’s Monterey 
1995 McLaren F1 15,620,000 Bonhams Quail Lodge 

1966 Ferrari 275 GTB/C 14,520,000 Gooding Pebble Beach 

1970 Porsche 917K 14,080,000 Gooding Pebble Beach 

2017 Ferrari LaFerrari Aperta 10,043,000 RM Sotheby’s Maranello 

1959 Ferrari 250 GT LWB California Spider 9,504,550 RM Sotheby’s Maranello 

1961 Ferrari 250 GT SWB Berlinetta 8,305,000 RM Sotheby’s Monterey 

1963 Jaguar E-Type Lightweight (Ex Team Cunningham) 8,000,000 Bonhams Quail Lodge 

1937 Bugatti Type 57S Cabriolet by Vanvooren 7,700,000 RM Sotheby’s Amelia Island 

1963 Jaguar E-Type Lightweight Competition 7,370,000 Bonhams Scottsdale 

1959 Aston Martin DB4 GT Prototype 6,765,000 RM Sotheby’s Monterey 

1939 Mercedes Benz 540 K Special Roadster 6,600,000 RM Sotheby’s Arizona 
Source: xyandZee  

1950s American Classics 
Whilst the “baby-boomers” have supported the current cycle, a demographic shift looms. There are just 

under 75 million baby-boomers (defined as aged between 51 and 69) approaching or at retirement age in 

the US. Whilst it is generally accepted that the baby-boomers will crush the health-care system, is anyone 

worried about what might happen to their assets? More specifically, who is going to buy their collectible 

cars? In April last year the number of “millennials” (defined as aged between 18-34) surpassed the baby-

boomers at over 75 million people18. But will the younger generation feel the love for a 1950s American 

classic? Indeed, will they even have the necessary disposable income to invest?  

Hagerty estimates that around five million collector cars exist in the US, roughly 58% of which are owned by 

baby-boomers, with the median age of an owner being 56 years. Whilst the high-end market is booming, 

Hagerty estimates that around 80% of collector cars in the US are American brands and it is this segment 

that looks likely to be at most risk. Indeed, Hagerty’s index of 1950s American Classics has been roughly flat 

since 2010 and if we take, for example, a 1959 Cadilla Eldorado Biarritz Convertible (with an original price tag 

of US$7,401 and a current valuation of around US$146,000), after inflation you wouldn’t have made a single 

dime! The index averages the values of 19 of the most sought after collectible American vehicles from the 

1950s with a #3 Good condition. Hagerty recognises that this segment has become “something of a 

forgotten market. Younger buyers have no nostalgic connection . . . and aren’t particularly impressed with 

the cars’ performance either”19. 

However, and really rather surprinsingly, recent auctions at Hershey (RM Sotheby’s) and Simeone 

Foundation Museum (Bonhams) saw strong interest in pre-war American classics and “Gatsby-era” vehicles, 

with the top sellerat Hershey being a 1933 Pierce-Arrow Silver Arrow for US$2.31mn. This vehicle is about as 

iconic as it gets. It made its debut at the World Fair in Chicago and was capable of 115mph at the time. One 

of only three believed to exist today, out of five originally built, this is a real collectors item. 

  

                                                           
18 Pew Research, April 2016, http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/04/25/millennials-overtake-baby-boomers/ 
19 Hagerty, https://www.hagerty.com/apps/valuationtools/market-trends/collector-indexes/1950s_American 
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Chart 12: Hagerty 1950s American Classics versus Ferrari Indices (Rebased) 
 

Source: Hagerty 

Modern Classics and The Entry Level Market 
The VDA (German Association of the Automotive Industry) also tracks prices of classic cars. Known as the 

DOX Index (Deutscher “Oldtimers” Index), it was established in 2009 and incorporates 88 cars from 35 makes 

traded in Germany. The interesting thing about DOX is that the average price of a constituent car is less than 

EUR50,000 which means that it is perhaps more in line with the type of car driven by most enthusiasts. 

The index comprises a different mix of cars when compared to other index providers, with the condition 

sought after being “2” (in generally good condition with only slight signs of use and no defects), and does not 

include any “one-offs” or ultra-rare vehicles but instead covers those cars produced in certain quantities and 

that are regularly traded. The individual vehicles are weighted according to registered vehicles and the index 

is calculated over the course of one year to avoid seasonal variations. 

Chart 13: VDA DOX Index Since 1999 
 

Source: VDA20 

  

                                                           
20 VDA, February 2017, https://www.vda.de/en/press/press-releases/20170203-german-classic-car-index-adds-4.4-percent-in-2016.html 

https://www.vda.de/en/press/press-releases/20170203-german-classic-car-index-adds-4.4-percent-in-2016.html
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One can see from the chart that the index has not shown negative growth since inception - it was up 4.4% 

last year on top 5.6% growth in 2015. Last year’s data is quite interesting in that two Mercedes-Benz 

vehicles, both of which have largely been ignored for many years, jumped into the top 10. Sandwiched 

between them is the Toyota MR2, demonstrating that Japanese sports cars are enjoying growing popularity 

amongst German car enthusiasts. However, over the longer-term, the VW Type 2 Bus/Transporter has seen 

the highest growth in value, followed by the Citroen 2CV and the Mercedes-Benz 300 SL Gullwing (no 

surprise there!). 

Table 7: DOX Vehicle Ranking by Change in Value, 2016 
Rank Manufacturer Model Type Year 

1 Mercedes-Benz W 121 "Ponton" 190 1956-1959 
2 Toyota MR-2 Coupe 1985-1987 
3 Mercedes-Benz 190 SL Cabriolet 1955-1963 
4 Jaguar XJ, XJS XJ6 4.2L 1973-1979 
5 Lancia Delta HF Integrale 1988-1989 
6 BMW CS 3.0 Csi 1971-1975 
7 Ferrari 328 GTS 1985-1988 
8 Opel Ascona B 1.6 N 1975-1981 
9 Lancia Fulvia 1.3 S 1970-1974 
10 Mercedes-Benz W 108/109 280 SE 1968-1972 
Source: VDA, classic-analytics  

Table 8: DOX Vehicle Ranking by Change in Value, 1999-2016 
Rank Manufacturer Model Type Year 

1 Volkswagen Bus/Transporter T2 1967-1972 
2 Citroen 2CV 2CV 6 1969-1976 
3 Mercedes-Benz W 198 300 SL Coupe 1954-1957 
4 Ford Escort 1100 S 1968-1970 
5 Fiat 500 500 F 1965-1972 
6 Renault R4 R4 1972-1974 
7 Porsche 924/944 924 Coupe 1976-1985 
8 Mercedes-Benz W 123 300 D 1976-1985 
9 Volkswagen Kafer 1300 1967-1973 
10 BMW 7 Series (E23) 735i 1979-1986 
Source: VDA, classic-analytics  

One thing that the VDA mentions is that the cost of owning an entry-level or mid-priced classic car can dwarf 

the value of the actual car itself and many now question whether ownership costs are appreciating faster 

than the value of the underlying asset. This is in stark contrast to the top end where costs have been more 

than offset by the rising value of the asset. Yes, owning a classic car brings benefits relative to other 

investments. The tax treatment is generally benign: vehicles are not subject to import duties if brought into 

the UK from an EU country (at the moment!); provided that VAT has been paid in the country of origin, then 

no VAT is due; plus classic cars are free of UK capital gains tax as they are classified as “wasting” assets by 

HMRC. But remember that routine repairs, depending on the vehicle and repair type, can very quickly run 

into thousands plus storage and insurance needs to be considered too. 

So cars under US$100,000 (and particularly under US$50,000) are becoming highly sought after - think Ford 

RS, Subaru Imprezas, Mk1 VW Golf GTIs and Honda NSXs – the so-called high performance “modern 

classics”. At the entry level market, a pristine Volkswagen Golf GTI Mk1 is trading today for anywhere 

upwards of £15,000 whereas, until quite recently, they were practically worthless. I just love the interweb! I 

was trying to find out what a VW Golf GTI Mk1 cost when first launched in 1974 and emailed an owners club 

in the UK. A member sent me this – amazing!  
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Picture 25: VW Golf GTI Mk1 Original Price List in the UK 

 

Source: https://vwgolfmk1.org.uk 

Another example of a highly-prized modern classic is the Honda NSX. Developed in collaboration with the 

late Ayrton Senna, it has, in just a couple of years, doubled in value with top-of-the-range vehicles selling for 

upwards of £50,000. More than 18,000 were produced over 15 years, with a top speed of 180mph, the NSX 

was quickly considered to be a viable alternative to similar Ferraris or Porsches of the day. In Japan, the car 

was offered as a lightweight NSX Type R - Honda made just 483 of these between 1992 and 1996 - and these 

are so rare in the UK (it is thought that only a handful made it from Japan), that they now fetch upwards of 

£200,000. 

Whilst the overall production run was quite large, it is estimated that just 480 cars were delivered to the UK 

in total and the most highly sought after cars ordered in specific colours and trims not normally 

manufacturered (known as “the last 12”) in 2005 are now fetching in the region of six figures. Of course, 

some cars will always be more collectible than others but it’s already becoming clear to see that collectors 

and classic car enthusiasts are turning their attention to mid-market models and the entry-level is now 

seeing younger buyers developing a taste for collectible cars. 

The New Vehicle Marketplace 

Overall new vehicle sales last year were driven by lower fuel prices, easy credit and incentives for buyers 

resulting in 17.5 million light vehicle sales (cars and light trucks) in the US21 and 2.7 million car sales in the 

UK22, a record for both markets. Because the market is highly cyclical, with slowly rising interest rates in the 

US, a tightening of lending standards generally and sub-prime delinquency rates creeping higher, some are 

warning that sales can go only one way – that’s down. Latest data of new light vehicle sales in the US shows 

a seasonally adjusted annualised rate (SAAR) of just over 16 million units, down from 18.3mn SAAR units at 

the end of 2016. But the US is no longer the largest car market. Sales of cars and light trucks in China totalled 

over 28 million in 2016, a 289% increase over the last 10 years, accounting for 30% of all vehicles sold 

globally23. 

  

                                                           
21 FRED, October 2017, https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/ALTSALES 
22 SMMT, October 2017, https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/ 
23 OICA, October 2017, http://www.oica.net/wp-content/uploads//total-sales-2016.pdf 

https://vwgolfmk1.org.uk/
https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/ALTSALES
https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/
http://www.oica.net/wp-content/uploads/total-sales-2016.pdf
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Chart 14: US Light Vehicle Sales (Millions of Units, Monthly, Seasonally Adjusted Annualised Rate) 
 

Source: FRED https://fred.stlouisfed.org/series/ALTSALES 

New Car Financing  
Whilst new car sales reached record levels last year, so did new vehicle loans – US$565bn in the US and 

£41bn in the UK. The Fed24 has warned that sub-prime deliquencies were a “significant concern” and the 

Bank of England25 has reported that overall consumer credit is close to levels not seen since the 2008 

financial crisis, growing at an annual average rate of 10%, fuelled by car finance, credit cards and personal 

loans. 

Personal contract plans (PCPs) have become the norm when buying a new car in the UK26, with four out of 

five cars being bought today using one, a five-fold increase over the last five years27. Whilst PCPs have 

accounted for the majority of new car loans in the UK for nearly a decade without presenting any massive 

problems, the Bank of England has warned that a potential 30% fall in used car prices could cost banks 

£1.7bn. 

There is virtually no other consumer credit product which allows a borrower to walk away from an asset 

unpenalised if they don’t wish to pay for it any more. Typically, PCP contracts require a cash deposit 

followed by three years of monthly cash payments plus interest, very similar to a lease contract. However, at 

the end of the three-year period, the buyer has a choice to either pay a lump sum to own the car outright or 

hand the car back. But, most do not simply give the car back, rather they use whatever “equity” they have 

built up as a downpayment on a new vehicle, rolled over into a new PCP contract. The problem is that PCPs 

are relatively new and a wave of cars are expected to come back onto the market in coming years, 

potentially creating a glut of good-quality, second-hand cars, thus depressing prices for both new and used 

vehicles. 2.7 million cars were sold in the UK in 2016 so the market is looking at around two million nearly-

new, low-mileage, cars coming back into the market very soon. 

  

                                                           
24 NY Fed, https://www.newyorkfed.org/microeconomics/hhdc.html 
25 Bank of England, http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/STATISTICS/Pages/default.aspx 
26 Finance and Leasing Association, http://www.fla.org.uk/main-data-
content/files/2014/redirect/765gjtY/submo_776yietRWTREYYGUGIHI_87/Annual-Review-2016-Web.pdf 
27 Finance and Leasing Association, https://www.fla.org.uk/index.php/category/press-release 
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But what’s perhaps more worrying is that some leasing loans have been packaged into asset-backed 

securities (ABS), sold on to investors with a triple-A rating by the ratings agencies. For example, a £1.3bn 

securitised package of UK loans issued by PSA Finance (Peugeot) included HSBC, Lloyds, Wells-Fargo and BNP 

Paribas as backers28. Ford Credit Europe offered £542mn of financing contracts in June and Volkswagen has 

priced a EUR1bn bundle. In the, US sub-prime lending makes up a bigger share of car loans (21.1%) than 

mortgages (13.6% in 2006 and just 3.6% in 2016) but just a fifth of subprime car loans have been repackaged 

into ABSs. In the UK, the Bank of England reckons that UK banks are exposed to around £20bn in PCP assets, 

or 9% of Common Equity Tier 129. 

Auto deliquency data shows that the overall sixty-plus day delinquency rate in the US increased only slightly 

during 2016 to 3.6%. But the relatively stable delinquency rate masks diverging performance between loans 

issued by finance companies and loans issued by banks. The problem is that a potential glut of used vehicles 

that will eventually come into the marketplace, which will depress overall values, meaning that end of term 

balloon payments could exceed market values with these vehicles likely to be handed back to the 

manufacturers, potentially inflicting a lot of pain. In the US, US$1.1trn of total car-loan debt is small when 

compared to more than US$14trn of outstanding home mortgage debt. In the UK (and Europe) deliquencies 

on car loans are currently running at under 1%. 

Borrowing is quite obviously a bad idea when done against a depreciating asset. Depreciation is a key term 

within the the automobile industry with the value of a new car beginning to decline immediately after it has 

been driven off the forecourt and generally continues to do so throughout its lifetime until scrapped. The 

price of what becomes a collectible or classic car usually sees the same initial price decline but then 

subsequent appreciation until the value of the vehicle moves above the original sale price and sometimes a 

lot higher. The depreciation phase for collectible cars can be quite prolonged - or rather short (as has been 

the case of some modern supercars) and this has resulted in some very highly collectible vehicles being 

“mothballed” to produce zero-mileage cars when they then re-appear. In summary, we don’t believe that 

potential problems associated with the bloated new car market both in the UK and in the US will translate 

across to the classic car market. 

The Link Between Classic Cars and Modern Vehicles 

So, what does this mean for classic car valuations? As a result of the recently booming market for both 

classics and new cars, it is perhaps no surprise that many auto manufacturers have been spending huge 

amounts documenting their own history books. Most have their own museums or factories featuring specific 

notable models alongside current vehicles for sale. Not only are they using these classics as an advertising or 

marketing tool in order to sell new models, the same works in reverse, with the launch of new modern 

vehicles also fuelling interest in their marques’ classics. For example, demand for the original Jaguar E-Type 

has soared since the launch of the new F-Type; interest in the original gull-wing Mercedes-Benz SL300 has 

gone through the roof since the launch of the SLS AMG (and subsequent end of production for that 

particular model); and demand for classic Alfa-Romeos in general has grown since the launch of the 4-C, the 

Giulia and the Quadrifoglio. In fact, Alfa-Romeo is a great example of how a classic marque has evolved over 

time.  

  

                                                           
28 S&P, April 2016, https://www.spratings.com/documents/20184/769219/Auto+ABS+UK+Loans+PLC.pdf/8857b535-764e-4f19-976a-26b85779c0a9 
29 Bank of England, Financial Stability Report, June 2017, http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Documents/fsr/2017/fsrjun17.pdf 

https://www.spratings.com/documents/20184/769219/Auto+ABS+UK+Loans+PLC.pdf/8857b535-764e-4f19-976a-26b85779c0a9
http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/publications/Documents/fsr/2017/fsrjun17.pdf
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The Next Big Thing 
As always, every classic car enthusiast will be looking at trends and anticipating what might be the next big 

thing. Last year saw a general continuation of trends seen in 2015 whereby prices at auctions picked up 

towards the end of the year and there seemed to be a stabilisation of deals on higher value cars. As 

mentioned above, some of the younger (some might say not quite classic cars), have been attracting a lot of 

attention recently with values on some Porsches, for example, increasing markedly. Sotheby’s sold a 1995 

Porsche 993 GT2 for £1.85m last year, way above the £750,000 estimate! But many are now looking for 

alternatives to Ferraris and Porsches within the classic arena. For example, with values for the iconic DB5 

hitting a ceiling, models such as the Aston Martin V8 Vantage - which saw a 20% increase in values last year 

alone – have now come into the spotlight. 

We know that the very best cars belonging to any marque remain highly sought after and continue to 

appreciate in value. But quality - with the most original, best condition, lowest mileage and (generally) 

manual vehicles – is paramount. Modern-day super cars and pre-war cars also continue to appreciate in 

value. This particular Alvis was sold twice during 2016 and has appreciated in value over by 40%, perhaps on 

the back of the re-launch of the Alvis brand, known as “Continuation Cars”, nearly three-quarters of a 

Century later. 

One should always bear in mind that the changing demographics of the classic car collector (whilst watched 

earnestly by the investor) may mean that this era of motor car, due to the very nature of time, will no longer 

be so coveted. For sure there are some extremely beautiful and very important cars from this era, but will 

demand remain from a younger collector? It seems so, as at very recent auctions RM Sotheby’s sold 95% of 

all vehicles on offer and Bonhams sold 82%, with the top seller at the Simeone Foundation sale being a 1913 

Rolls-Royce 40/50HP Silver Ghost for US$1mn. 

Picture 26: An Original Alvis Picture 27: Alvis Continuation Car 

 

 Source: Alvis Source: Alvis 

Whilst the production of classic cars ended decades ago – logically meaning that the supply of these vehicles 

will not increase - one should always consider which cars of today might make the classic collector cars of 

tomorrow? We mentioned the McLaren F1 earlier in this publication as the perfect example but what about 

the Bugatti Veyron and indeed the modern hybrid supercars from Ferrari, Porsche and McLaren? Who 

knows what will happen in the future world of driverless cars - will a Tesla become a desirable classic? 

Changing future demographics will create waves of interest and fashions in different types or eras of motor 

vehicle. Modern day development and promotion of brands will also have an impact, as will the exclusivity of 

events to celebrate the golden era of the motor car. But as long as demand outstrips limited supply, market 

dynamics will surely play out. We are already seeing existing strong demand being supplemented with new 

demand from a growing global population with the necessary spending power. 
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The Electric Vehicle Market 
Recently-announced plans by the UK Government (following a similar announcement in France) to ban the 

sale of new diesel and petrol cars (including hybrids) by 2040, in an effort to encourge people to buy electric 

vehicles but also to tackle carbon pollution issues, looks wholly unrealistic. The number of diesel vehicles in 

the UK has risen from 3.2 million in 2000 to more than 10 million today, whilst the number of electric cars 

account for less than 1% of all sales30. Yes, demand for alternatively-fuelled vehicles is growing but concerns 

remain over affordability, vehicle range and charging points. As part of a larger air-quality plan, there will be 

a consultation on a scrappage scheme for old diesel cars but unless extremely attractive incentives are 

offered, we cannot possibly see how this plan would work. Going fully electric would also put an 

unprecedented strain on the National Grid31 at peak early-evening time whilst also undermining a very 

successful motor manufacturing industry in the UK.  

One cannot write about the car market without mentioning Tesla. Of the 2,000 car manufacturers in the US 

at the start of the 20th Century, just three survived. Today, there are not 2,000 truly electric car 

manufacturers, just one. With a market capitalisation of over US$50bn but with negative free cash flow and 

yet to show a profit, Tesla is difficult investment proposition for some. It has lost money each and every year 

since its IPO in 2010 and has burnt through over US$7bn in cash. However, Tesla has gotten market 

commentators excited and traditional vehicle manufacturers worried. Whilst it delivered just 76,000 cars in 

2016, the launch of the new Model 3 – the company’s first attempt at a mass-market car priced at 

US$35,000 – attracted 400,000 initial deposits. 

However, whilst gas prices in the US are the lowest in over 10 years (currently US$2.50 a gallon compared to 

around US$4 over the last decade), the traditional vehicle manufacturers continue to shift gas-guzzling pick-

up trucks in record numbers. Opec (which clearly has a vested interest in the petrol and diesel vehicles) 

predicts that fewer than 7% of all vehicles on the road will be fully electric in 204032. This is unsurprising as 

China is the largest market by far, with over 10 million more vehicles sold than in the US in 2016. 

A Final Word From the Sage of Omaha 
“When I was sixteen, I had just two things on my mind – girls and cars. I wasn’t very good with girls. So I 

thought about cars. I thought about girls, too, but I had more luck with cars. Let’s say that when I turned 

sixteen, a genie had appeared to me. And that genie said, ‘Warren, I’m going to give you the car of your 

choice. It’ll be here tomorrow morning with a big bow tied on it. Brand-new. And it’s all yours. Having heard 

all the genie stories, I would say, ‘What’s the catch?’ And the genie would answer, ‘There’s only one catch. 

This is the last car you’re ever going to get in your life. So it’s got to last a lifetime.’ If that had happened I 

would have picked out that car. But, can you imagine knowing it had to last a lifetime, what I would do with 

it? I would read the manual about five times. I would always keep it garaged. If there was the least little dent 

or scratch, I’d have it fixed right away because I wouldn’t want it rusting. I would baby that car, because it 

would have to last a lifetime.”33 

 

 

                                                           
30 SMMT, October 2017, https://www.smmt.co.uk/2017/10/demand-new-cars-declines-september-consumer-business-confidence-falls/ 
31 National Grid, August 2017, http://fes.nationalgrid.com/media/1264/ev-myth-buster-v032.pdf 
32 OPEC, World Oil Outlook, http://www.opec.org/opec_web/en/publications/340.htm 
33 Warren Buffett, April 2016, http://www.valuewalk.com/2016/04/warren-buffett-genie/ 

https://www.smmt.co.uk/2017/10/demand-new-cars-declines-september-consumer-business-confidence-falls/
http://fes.nationalgrid.com/media/1264/ev-myth-buster-v032.pdf
http://www.opec.org/opec_web/en/publications/340.htm
http://www.valuewalk.com/2016/04/warren-buffett-genie/
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Tangible Asset Management (TAM) Limited 

What is TAM and Who Are We? 
This note was commissioned by Tangible Asset Management (TAM) Limited. TAM invests solely in classic and 

collectible vehicles, the first of its type, it is run along the lines of a professional investment vehicle, with 

actively traded assets and a pure focus to generate return on capital. We believe that TAM has correctly 

positioned itself within the mid-level marketplace, having invested in vehicles from marques including Alfa 

Romeo, Aston Martin, Ferrari, Lotus and Porsche, amongst others. Unlike a passively managed investment, 

we believe that it is clear that an active fund manager can add value to an investment portfolio. 

Matthew Perry is the fund manager. His passion for classic cars – and all things motorsport – developed into 

an active motor-racing hobby. For the last seven years he has held an International Class-C Racing Licence 

and has successfully competed in GT3/GT4, the Macau GP and 24-hour Endurance races such as the Dubai 

24-hour event. This interest extended into a business four years ago when Matthew became a partner in 

Track Torque, a motorsport company incorporated in Hong Kong and operating out of the Zhuhai 

International Racing Circuit in China. Now a leading racing school in the region, Matthew successfully sold 

Track Torque in April 2015. Prior to this Matthew worked in cash equities, in Asia for 18 years, for CLSA, 

Deutsche Bank and Société Générale. Matthew’s knowledge of the classic car market, extensive motoring 

relationships and years of trading experience allies him to this emerging investment space. 
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Individual Vehicle Investments Made to Date 

1964 Alfa Romeo 2600 Spider 

The latest investment to the TAM portfolio is a 1964 Alfa Romeo 2600 Spider. In its day, this was very much 

the flagship model for Alfa Romeo (costing DM26,950 compared to a Porsche 356A 1600 Carrera at 

DM19,700) and in right hand drive form was very rare – only 103 cars were made (out of a total of 2,255 

vehicles) and likely fewer than 50 have survived. This compares to the 2600 Sprint which ran to 6,999 

vehicles. For the first time since the immediate post-War period, a straight-six engine was included in cars 

from March 1962 giving 145bhp, a top speed of 124mph and 0-60mph in 11.1 seconds. The car was 

purchased in Italy but as it’s a RHD, has not been driven very much, hence the excellent condition. Built by 

Touring in Milan, the car has been transported to the UK where it is now road registered and is being 

marketed but if nothing comes from this, then the vehicle will be placed with a prominent dealer. 

Picture 28: 1964 Alfa Romeo 2600 Spider Before Restoration Picture 29: 1964 Alfa Romeo 2600 Spider After Restoration 

  Source: TAM Source: TAM 

1967 Porsche 911 A-Series 

Just before Christmas 2016, the TAM fund made a new investment – a 1967 Porsche 911 A-series. Whilst 

Ferdinand Porsche was an engineer and car designer from 1900 to the 1940s, the Porsche brand did not 

emerge until the late 1940s. Porsche developed the 911 as evolutionary of the Type 356 (originally launched 

as the 901 but changed to 911 after Peugeot objected to the use of the name), but with chrome trim inside 

and out and with a 2.0 litre flat six-cylinder engine, it produced around 40 more horsepower than the 356. 

This vehicle has a comprehensive history with two long-term owners plus the garage in New York from 

where the car was acquired. Fortunately, most of the restoration work on the suspension and braking 

system has already been completed. For a 50-year old car, the vehicle was remarkably short of rust, 

however, we decided to strip and acid dip the car to remove all previous paint and identify any problematic 

rust areas. With a new paint finish (in the correct darker shade of Irish Green) and a full cosmetic 

restoration, the car will once again look beautiful. It is currently in the UK and will be registered there to 

have the requisite work done.  
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Picture 30: 1967 Porsche 911 A-Series Picture 31: 1967 Porsche 911 Engine Compartment 

 
 Source: TAM Source: TAM 

1957 Elva Mk IIB Roadster 

Purchased in November 2016, a highly-desirable 1957 Elva Mk IIB Roadster was added to the portfolio. This 

right-hand-drive model, one of only 10 ever built, has a strong history in motorsport racing. An alloy body 

and 1.2 litre 4-cylinder Coventry Climax engine, coupled with FIA specifications which makes it eligible to 

compete in racing events, ensures that it will always be a highly sought-after collectors item. The vehicle is 

currently being prepared to UK historic requirements and once complete, will be presented to be papered 

and then actively marketed. 

Picture 32: 1957 Elva Mk IIB Roadster Picture 33: 1957 Elva Mk IIB Roadster 

 

 

Source: TAM Source: TAM 

1959 Lotus Elite 

A 1959 Lotus Elite was purchased in October 2016 for US$58,275. The Elite’s most recognisable or 

memorable feature is that it was highly innovative at the time by using a fibreglass monococque 

construction and the subsequent weight saving allowed it to achieve a sports car performance. A right-hand-

drive, first generation Type 14 model, with a 75bhp 1.2 litre Coventry Climax all-aluminum straight-4 engine, 

back in the day it could achieve fuel consumption of 35mpg but also reach 180km/h or 112mph! The car 

achieved many brilliant racing successes and did very well at the Le Mans 24 Hours events. This car is 

considered by many to be the most beautiful and most important Lotus in the marque’s history. Having had 

the engine and body fully restored, the car is being reassembled. 2017 represents the 60th anniversary of the 

model, so timing couldn’t be better! 
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Picture 34: 1959 Lotus Elite As Purchased Picture 35: 1959 Lotus Elite During Restoration 

 

 

Source: TAM Source: TAM, Option 1 Sportscars34 

1966 Maserati Mistral Coupé 

Purchased in September 2016, a 1966 Maserati Mistral Coupe 4-litre alloy-bodied vehicle was added to the 

portolio. Manufactured between 1964 and 1970, the Mistral was initially built with a 3.5-litre engine but the 

4-litre is considered to be the better version. Lighter than a Sebring, more powerful and much faster, it was 

capable of 0-60mph in sub-7 seconds and a top speed in excess of 140mph! First shown in Turin in 1963, 

production started in 1964 but at six million lire, it wasn’t cheap. Production lasted until 1970 by which time 

828 Mistral Coupés had been built. The Frua-designed two-seat version would be the last Maserati to use 

the straight-line six engine that had its origins in GP racing. Whilst it took some time for parts to arrive, work 

has begun on the car. The interior is now fully stripped and the engine has been run for the first time in over 

20 years. The target market for this vehicle is to potential buyers in the Far East. 

Picture 36: 1966 Maserati Mistral Coupé 4-litre Alloy Front Picture 37: 1966 Maserati Mistral Coupé 4-litre Alloy Rear 

  

Source: TAM Source: TAM 

1975 Ferrari 365 GT4 

A 1975 Ferrari 365 GT4 2+2 was added to the portfolio last September. After just two years of 365 GTC/4 

production, just 524 vehicles were apparently manufactured between 1972 and 1976. Pininfarina designed, 

this handsome Ferrari Coupé had more generous room for four passengers when compared to its 

predecessor but still shared the same 4.4 litre V12 engine. Demand for this LHD car has been strong on the 

Continent and so we have trailered the vehicle to a specialist dealer in Belgium who are conficent they can 

deal quickly.   

                                                           
34 Option 1 Sportscars, http://www.option1sportscars.co.uk/ 

http://www.option1sportscars.co.uk/
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Picture 38: 1975 Ferrari 365 GT4 2+2 Front Picture 39: 1975 Ferrari 365 GT4 2+2 Rear 

  

Source: TAM Source: TAM 

1970 Aston Martin DBS 

The first investment into the TAM No.1 fund was in a 1970 Aston Martin DBS 6-Cylinder model for 

US$100,500. This particular right-hand-drive vehicle will always be associated with the 1969 James Bond 

film, “On Her Majesty’s Secret Service”. Where the DB6 had looked very much like the DB5, the DBS was of a 

more contemporary design incorporating four headlights as the DB6s single units had been banned in the 

US. The engine rebuild was completed and fitted back to the car. However, if demand in Australia does not 

seem robust enough to realise margins, then the car will be transported to either Hong Kong or the UK. 

Picture 40: 1970 Aston Martin DBS 6-Cylinder Picture 41: Aston Martin DBS 6-Cylinder In Production 

 

 

Source: TAM Source: Aston Martin 
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The Performance of TAM Over the Last 10 Years 
TAM was incorporated in September 2016. We therefore simply do not have historic data to present how 

the fund might have performed over the last 10 years. We can, however, perform a back-test. The concept 

of back-testing (a simulation that seeks to estimate the future performance of an investment strategy by 

testing its performance in the past), can present problems. However, using historical transaction data is 

usually all we have to provide any idea of future values. 

There are many pros and cons of back-testing and it is obvious to say that many investment strategies do not 

live up to expectations. In other words, they perform well “in-sample” but fail to do so when implemented. It 

is widely accepted that investment opportunities do exist as a result of asymmetric information, risk 

preferences, barriers to entry and other market imbalances (all present in the collectible car marketplace), 

but many trading strategies are not tested rigoriously enough. The pitfalls of back-testing include simply 

focusing on expected value, underestimating survivorship bias, confusing correlation or causation, choosing 

an unrepresentative time period, accounting for outliers or overfitting and failing to expect the unexpected. 

In summary, back-testing is just that, a test that may not produce the desired future returns.  

Using Hagerty valuations as a guide, the following chart shows a back-test of the vehicles as a portfolio that 

the fund has purchased to date and compares the performance in aggregate against a selection of other 

asset classes. Note that the figures used are for average values of “good” quality vehicles whereas 

investments made to the TAM portfolio should be expected to be rated more highly. Whilst the performance 

of the Nasdaq has just recently overtaken TAM, overall I think you’ll agree, that the long-term return of TAM 

is rather impressive. 

Chart 15: Performance of TAM No.1 Fund versus Other Selected Indices, 10 Years (Rebased) 
 

Source: TAM, Hagerty, HAGI, xyandZee, Note: Average values rebased to January 2006. 

Another closely-watched index is the K50035 which takes sales price data from thousands of auction results, 

tracking 500 cars that have been chosen for their historical interest. Similar to other indices, K500 rates all 

the constituent cars on a scale from zero to 100 (apparently inspired by Robert Parker’s fine wine ranking 

guide), and the chart below shows that all vehicles added to the fund have mostly been trading above the 

overall K500 index.  

                                                           
35 Simon Kidston, https://k500.com/ 

https://k500.com/
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Chart 16: TAM No.1 Fund Constituents versus K500 Index 

 
Source: K500, xyandzee, Note: uses values as calculated by K500, rebased, excluding Elva Mk II as not included in K500 index. 

Actual Performance of TAM Since Launch 
TAM recently published its first NAV calculation and, as of end June 2017, the portfolio has gained 

US$101,849.90 or 15.73%. However, due to start-up costs, net of all fees and expenses since launch in 

September 2016, the fund gained 3.13%. One must bear in mind that the estimated valuation of each asset 

is based on its current condition so may not represent the full value of the asset after restoration, whilst 

costs incurred have also been on an upfront basis. TAM believes that the overall market valuation of the 

portfolio, with marketing considitions remaining as they stand to date, should be in excess of US$900,000, 

which compares to the current US$749,000 portfolio valuation.  

Table 9: Tangible Asset Management Limited, NAV to June 2017 
Security Investment 

Cost 
Estimated Valuation Unrealised Gain / (Loss) % Gain / (Loss) 

Alfa Romeo 2600 Spider 99,601.09 107,411.49 7,810.40 7.84% 
Aston Martin DBS 6 Cylinder 100,500.00 120,773.53 20,273.53 20.17% 
Elva MkII Roadster  81,547.84 123,720.95 42,173.11 51.72% 
Ferrari 365 GT4 2+2 71,272.71 94,022.69 22,749.98 31.92% 
Lotus Elite Coupe 73,816.71 75,359.56 1,542.85 2.09% 
Maserati Mistral 4.0 138,812.65 150,000.00 11,187.35 8.06% 
Porsche 911 81,782.80 77,895.48 (3,887.32) (4.75%) 
Totals 647,333.80 749,183.70 101,849.90 15.73% 
Source: TAM  
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Investor Information 
Capital from the fund will only be deployed if a margin of +20% appears immediately viable. The TAM No. 1 

Fund is the first of its type, run along the lines of a professional investment vehicle, with actively traded 

assets and a pure focus to generate return on capital. 

Value from the fund’s inventory is derived over varying investment periods: short-term (typically 6-9 

months); medium-term (around 12-20 months); and long-term (24+ months). There will, of course, be 

instances whereby an opportune investment could result in a much shorter investment time frame, whilst 

cars of exceptional rarity and provenance may be retained as a cornerstone investment within the fund for a 

number of years. 

The fund will only invest in assets that have a strong cachet and/or provenance and/or are limited in 

availability. The fund attempts to identify and invest in marques that have yet to be properly priced in the 

global marketplace, thus taking advantage of arbitrage opportunities worldwide. The fund utilises a global 

network of contacts that has been built up over many years. This, coupled with very careful restoration, 

participation at high profile auctions and at the right events puts the fund in a solid position within what is 

currently an unsteady global economy. 

TAM offers a unique combination of proven financial market and collectible car market expertise. Whilst 

applying financial market investment principles to an immature market, coupled with excellent asset 

knowledge, TAM is working with specialist agents, restoration and maintenance providers, storage 

companies, specialist shippers and bespoke car insurers. 

As first-movers in this investment space, TAM gives investors access to an asset class which has, until now, 

been reserved for those with specialist knowledge. We believe that a number of funds will enter this market 

over the coming years and if they show any level of success, it will likely mean that follow-on capital will 

vastly change valuations for the better. TAM’s end-market Asian presence, knowledge of the buying 

marketplace and relationships on the ground should allow TAM to benefit from what has been, until now, 

early participation in the market. That said, given the rapid growth of high-net-worth-individuals in the 

region, we expect that demand will further boost valuations in coming years. 

Auctions provide the headline numbers for individual vehicle sales, although these high profile sales are 

unlikely to be target investments. However, auctions do throw up other opportunities, as vehicles that fail to 

sell on the day can often be acquired in private deals struck post-auction. Sellers that have consigned their 

cars to these events, are reluctant to take them back again and are generally quite eager to cement a deal, 

even if below their initial expectations. 

TAM has partnered with established and transparent corporates. For legal services, Simmons & Simmons 

have structured the fund PPM and provide guidance for regulatory operation of both the fund and the 

manager. For specialist Cayman council, Walkers are overseeing both the fund and manager as well as 

ensuring local regulatory adherence. The fund administrator is Custom House Global Fund Services who 

provide registrar and transfer agency services. The fund’s auditors are EY Global and banking services are 

provided by Barclays. 

TAM No. 1 Fund Ltd and Tangible Asset Management (Cayman) Ltd are Cayman domiciled with Tangible 

Asset Management Ltd as a Hong Kong incorporated advisory. TAM No. 1 Fund is a US$ denominated open-

ended fund, with a two-year lock-in for initial investment. The fund is targetting 20%+ returns per annum 

and a minimum investment of US$100,000 is required. No leverage is applied and a bi-annual NAV 
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calculation is made. The Fund’s first annual NAV will be calculated at the end of June 2017. Redemptions are 

payable 120 business days after receipt of a formal redemption request. At the manager’s discretion, a 

percentage of the realised profits can be offered as a dividend payment to investors. The management fee is 

3% and the performance fee is 20%, subject to a 10% trading performance hurdle. Assets are fully insured 

for agreed values at all times. 
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Appendix: Important Disclaimer 
The information herein is not intended to be an offer to buy or sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell, 

any securities mentioned within this publication and the information has been obtained from, or is based 

upon, sources believed to be reliable. There is no guarantee as to accuracy or completeness. Material 

contained in this report satisfies the regulatory provisions concerning independent investment research as 

defined by MiFID. The views reflected in this document may change without notice. xyandZee does not 

accept any liability whatsoever arising from the use of the material or information contained herein. This 

research document is not intended for use by or targeted to retail customers. Should a retail customer 

obtain a copy in this report, he/she must seek independent financial advice.  

The financial instruments discussed in this report may not be suitable for all investors and all investors must 

make their own informed decisions and seek advice regarding the appropriateness of when investing or 

implementing any strategy discussed herein. The value of securities and other financial instruments is 

subject to currency exchange rate changes that may have a positive or negative effect on the price. Past 

performance is not necessarily a guide to future returns. xyandZee do not hold any material positions in any 

of the stocks mentioned in this report. This publication may not be reproduced or redistributed in whole or 

in part without prior consent.  

With regards Tangible Asset Management, the contents of this document have not been reviewed by any 

regulatory authority in Hong Kong or elsewhere. If you are in any doubt about the contents of this 

document, you should obtain independent professional advice. This document is the property of Tangible 

Asset Management Ltd (TAM). No part may be modified, reproduced, copied, or distributed in any way for 

any purpose without the express written consent of TAM. 

Zee Lapthorne is a non-executive director of Tangible Asset Management Limited. 

xyandZee Copyright 2017. All Rights Reserved. 

 

 

 


